
Assignment re-submission process

Background

These are outcomes and custom scales attached to assignments in one of my current 

units:

As you can see the outcomes tend to be attached to just one assignment each.  In theory 

they could be attached to a number of assignments giving learners more than one 

chance to pass each criteria.  In practice we avoid that as it confuses them!

Submissions

The student overleaf has submitted the work once.  I have marked the work and given 

minimal feedback.  Typically feedback would be brief.  However, there will also be an 

uploaded copy of the student's work with added on-document comments/notes.  The 

2.4 batch zip download/upload feature will make that much easier and it is essential that 

re-submission and the batch zip function can work together.



As you can see The assignment receives a grade (Fail/Referred/Complete) showing the 

student whether there is work to do.  This assignment grade is not really used by us as it 

is the meeting of criteria (outcomes) which measure success.

This assignment has two outcomes attached allowing them to see which criteria have 

been met (or not) using the custom scale and within the feedback page (or gradebook).

Students can monitor progress in the course/unit as a whole with the gradebook:



It would be helpful if the gradebook could indent the outcomes in some way (or make 

assignments appear as sub-headings maybe) as the interface is confusing.  Scanning 

down the grade column does let them spot anything which says "referred" or "Not met". 

The teacher gradebook is a true mess and is basically unusable due to the number of 

columns and the way it scrolls (but that's a separate issue!).

Implications

An assignment submission for me consists of the following items:

• The student work

• My text comments/feedback summing up what I thought

• The grade for the assignment (which could be inferred ideally)

• The outcomes met or not met

• Any file uploaded by me as feedback or assistance

All of those would ideally be retained safely (read-only) for each submission (to be used 

in  verification later).  In practice the only one in that list which causes problems is the 

student work as teachers can (hopefully) be trusted to not over-write their original 

feedback so to simplify coding changes I'd label those requirements as desirable but not 

essential.
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